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This article is an excellent example of what I'm going to
call #pedowashing. Making Epstein seem just successful
enough, but denigrating his experience and expertise,
though JUST shy of making everyone ask... 
 
WELL, WHY DID THEY STAY HIS CLIENTS THEN? 
 

Jeffrey Epstein Burrowed Into the Lives of the Rich and Made a Fortune
The financier now jailed on sex-trafficking charges was a savvy salesman who
advised a small group of super wealthy clients, including retail mogul Leslie
Wexner.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/jeffrey-epstein-burrowed-into-the-lives-of-the-rich-and-mad…

Of course, deny prior knowledge of what he did with all the topless 14 year old girls

on his island, and blame the girls for looking like they were 19...

Let everyone involved with him proclaim "This isn't the Jeffrey we knew!" while their

names are circled in his black book, meant to indicate that they had foreknowledge of

and/or participating in his trafficking...
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Attempt to justify blackmail money by disguising it as inexplicable "transaction fees,"

but make sure to get quotes from other people who find it 'odd'

Heck, even give him free reign to launch new brands that target his own personal

favorite target demographic for growth... 

 

Girls up to the age of 14.
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but, of course, because your entire enterprise was built upon enabling child sexual

predation, deny that he had any legitimate inside links to your business when he

really had the home phone numbers of just about everyone on the corporate board

and leadership,
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Make sure he's tight with the contractor who does all the A/V and network

technology for your company - and your Manhattan townhome that you eventually

give to him, down to having his home phone number...  

 

linkedin.com/in/timnewcome/

(And, coincidentally, keeping that townhome that you use to film wealthy men

sexually assaulting underage girls to use to negotiate those 'transaction fees' cited

above, in a company that has the same name as the surveillance integrator above -

NES, LLC )
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And, of course, just lie like hell when talking about how you parted ways, indicating

that he paid the full $20M value of the townhome that you allowed him to host,

basically, underage Eyes Wide Shut parties, when the only payment on record is $10

upon transfer of the holding LLC

And, most importantly, make sure you find publications owned by a fellow

#pedowashing associate to run the piece of shit. 

 

Wash, enable, rinse, profit, deny, repeat.
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• • •

And that's how your friendly neighborhood WSJ tries to minimize risk of the financial

elite who have grown their empire, in part, on the backs of underage girls. 

 

And I don't mean their clothing. 

 

Jeffrey Epstein Burrowed Into the Lives of the Rich and Made a Fortune
The financier now jailed on sex-trafficking charges was a savvy salesman who
advised a small group of super wealthy clients, including retail mogul Leslie
Wexner.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/jeffrey-epstein-burrowed-into-the-lives-of-the-rich-and-ma…

Seriously, though, don't think it's just the WSJ. 

They've just been the most blatant thus far. 

 

And know: for every single #pedowashing article Epstein's associates put out is just

going to make me spill even more of my tea to the journalists who do their jobs.

And if you make angry enough that I spill all my tea, be forewarned: though

otherwise I'm usually an extremely nice person, when I'm out of caffeine, normalizing

your karmic balance can make me a real bitch. 

 

Cheers!
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